THE TRANSFORMATION OF A MAN WHO USED PROCEEDS FROM HIS WHOREHOUSE
TO PROCURE A GOOD SEAT IN CONGRESS AND RISE TO BECOME A CHAIRMAN GATE

Call me,
I. M.,‘The Big
E n c h i l a d a ’ Innuendo.
It was a heated erection but it grabbed my seat.
I was bent with a stern confidence but I got my teeth in it
In an ample turnout I get vision like a pussy on a dog cushion
As enemas mount on my back but they has a very far-reachin openin
To take on a lot of gross shafts but extends up and coming backgrounds
For seats takes on all comers with the help of God and biased interest gropes
To take in all
intruders and all aliens alike. Call a call a call. A roll is a roll.
Wealth springs from assets and calls for rushing but to get down to business
To serve the long hungry line of pushy demands that no’s or yea's
are bare to.
I like tossing my bald head in the ring, a gravy bowl baster with pl enty of splat
In the venetian blinds of heaven a slat on the greased cost effective fat of the bat
Big winner of the game ball with all the constant competition of your true Šerb
Or that guy who used to come in with a scorpion in a box named Herb.
O K You can have your minishters and your maids,
O Your golden rain kings end yer sushpects of aids
shay Wench all ish dead end gone, end alsh ish done,
can
Wench all ish leaden kong end all ish dong gong
you
Right zide up the rights of man to erection
she
This little sheat in congress made me come.
any I am good I can hit the curve! Why hold it in reserve?
mem f y
Evil ish the bum. not Good ish action.
o
bers
Sure I’ll sherve. me
I rely on nerve.
u
on
c a Needs desherve
?
whor d'oeuvre.
me
n what more can I shay that I haven’t inferred?
?
On the whole, I came to lick Higsh Cool
In my soul (burp) .I got into Bi-sexual pocket pool.
My beverage
ish leverage
I hashz a big future and o what a pash.
I got shmarts
Up my ash.
I am average. If
erected, I will swerve.
Stars shine bright on shatter light. Even on whores on the bored floor in the bordello of the phony mello in the cat house of the
Deliberate soused. Thee.The. That’s who else wants to waste their life pretending that small time crap shouldn’t be import, folks?

